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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion is a common technique for reducing hepatic 
hemorrhage during hepatectomy. We designed a novel Y-Z magnetic hepatic 
portal blocking band (Y-Z MHPBB) based on the principle of magnetic 
compression technique.

AIM 
To introduce the Y-Z MHPBB device and verify the feasibility of this device for 
hepatic portal blood flow occlusion in dogs.

METHODS 
Ten beagles were randomly divided into the experimental group and control 
group. The operation time, intraoperative blood loss, the number of portal blood 
flow occlusions, the total time spent on adjusting the blocking band, and the 
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average time spent on adjusting the blocking band were recorded. The surgeons evaluated the feasibility and 
flexibility of the two portal occlusion devices.

RESULTS 
Laparoscopic hepatectomy was successfully performed in both the experimental group and control group. There 
was no statistical difference between the two groups in the operation time, intraoperative blood loss, and the 
number of hepatic portal blood flow occlusions. With respect to the total time spent on adjusting the blocking band 
and the average time spent on adjusting the blocking band, the experimental group showed significantly better 
outcomes than the control group, with a statistical difference (P < 0.05). The operators found that the Y-Z MHPBB 
was superior to the modified T-tube in terms of operational flexibility.

CONCLUSION 
The Y-Z MHPBB seems to be an ingenious design, accurate blood flow occlusion effect, and good flexibility; and it 
can be used for hepatic portal blood flow occlusion during laparoscopic hepatectomy.

Key Words: Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion; Laparoscopic hepatectomy; Novel Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal blocking 
band; Magnetic surgery; Magnetic compression technique; Beagles

©The Author(s) 2023. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: Based on the basic principle of magnetic compression technique, we designed a novel Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal 
blocking band (Y-Z MHPBB) and compared it with a modified T tube through animal experiments. Mechanical tests and in 
vitro simulation experiments showed that Y-Z MHPBB has good fluid shielding performance. The animal experiment results 
showed that the device has good flexibility and convenience under laparoscopy. Y-Z MHPBB seems to have broad 
application prospects in the clinical field.

Citation: Zhang MM, Li CG, Xu SQ, Mao JQ, Ren YX, Zhang YH, Ma J, Shi AH, Lyu Y, Yan XP. Primary animal experiment to test 
the feasibility of a novel Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal blocking band. World J Gastrointest Surg 2023; 15(7): 1286-1293
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-9366/full/v15/i7/1286.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4240/wjgs.v15.i7.1286

INTRODUCTION
Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion is an important technique to effectively reduce hepatic hemorrhage during 
hepatectomy[1]. At present, during clinical hepatectomy, one end of the cotton tape is often inserted from the left side of 
the hepatoduodenal ligament and passed through the foramen of Winslow, and the two ends of the cotton tape are 
passed through the rubber tube. The blood flow into the liver (hepatic artery and portal vein blood flow) can be 
effectively blocked when the cotton tape is tightened with a rubber tube as a support[2]. The materials used in this 
method can be easily obtained, and they are low in cost, simple in operation, and reliable in their effect. This method is 
mainly used in open hepatectomy. However, when used under laparoscopy, its flexibility is greatly reduced, and the 
existing port needs to be occupied or a new port needs to be established in the abdominal wall. Some surgeons use a 
rubber tube sheared by scissors from the rim of a surgical glove combined with Hem-o-lok for laparoscopic hepatic portal 
blood flow occlusion[3]; however, it is effective but not flexible. Thus, there is an urgent clinical need to design a laparo-
scopic hepatic portal blood flow occlusion device that has good flexibility and does not occupy the abdominal wall port.

Magnetosurgery/Magnetic surgery is a new clinical technique that has developed rapidly in recent years[4]. Magnetic 
devices designed based on the principle of magnet homopolar repulsion and heteropolar attraction offer great advantages 
in open surgery, laparoscopic surgery, and endoscopic surgery[5-7]. Magnetic compression technique is the most 
important clinical application field in the magnetosurgical system. The use of magnetic compression technique can 
achieve sutureless vascular anastomosis[8-11], digestive tract anastomosis[12-17], therapeutic management of fistula[18] 
and pathological fistula[19]. Thus, in this study, we aimed to design a novel Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal blocking band 
(Y-Z MHPBB) for laparoscopic hepatectomy based on the principle of magnetic compression technique, and to test the 
magnetic parameters and explore the feasibility of its application through animal experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The study protocol and all experimental procedures were carried out strictly in accordance with the Guidelines for Care 
and Use of Experimental Animals issued by the Xi’an Jiaotong University Medical Center. This experimental study was 

https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-9366/full/v15/i7/1286.htm
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approved by the Experimental Ethics Committee of Xi’an Jiaotong University (Permit number: 2022-1460). Ten experi-
mental dogs were used as animal models in order to follow the “3R” principle (Reduction, Refinement and Replacement) 
for animal experiments and reduce the use of experimental animals.

Design of the Y-Z MHPBB
Y-Z MHPBB was prepared by embedding a series of magnets arranged in a specific order and polarity into a rubber tube. 
A cylindrical parent magnet was placed at the head end, and spherical daughter magnets arranged at intervals were 
placed along the head end to the tail end. The parent magnet was a cylindrical magnet with a diameter of 6 mm and a 
height of 8 mm, and the daughter magnet was a spherical magnet with a diameter of 6 mm. Both the daughter and parent 
magnets were made of N45 sintered NdFeB (29%-32.5% neodymium, 63.95%-68.65% ferrum, 1.1%-1.2% boron); the 
parent magnet was axially magnetized, and the daughter magnet was magnetized in a single direction. The mass of the 
parent magnet was 1.70 g, and the magnetic flux density at both ends was 5420 GS (1T = 10000 GS); the mass of the 
daughter magnet was 0.84 g, and the magnetic flux density at the two poles was 4110 GS. The rubber tube specification 
was 12Fr. Figure 1 shows the Y-Z MHPBB.

Magnetic test
The test results of the electronic universal testing machine showed that the magnetic force of the parent and daughter 
magnets at zero distance was the largest at 6.90 Newtons. The magnetic force-displacement curve of the parent and 
daughter magnets is shown in Figure 2. The isolated stomach and duodenum (about 15 cm) of dogs was obtained and 
fixed on the experimental table, and Y-Z MHPBB was loaded at the junction of the stomach and duodenum. The 
duodenal side was open, and the esophageal side was connected to a catheter and a pressure measuring device. The 
catheter was gradually filled with gas to test the occlusion pressure of Y-Z MHPBB. The results showed that the occlusion 
pressure of the device to gas was 152 mmHg (Figure 3).

Study design
Ten beagle dogs (weight, 10-12 kg; male = 5, female = 5) were purchased from the Laboratory Animal Center of Xi'an 
Jiaotong University (Xi’an China). The animals were acclimatized to laboratory conditions (23 ℃, 12 h/12 h light/dark, 
50% humidity, and ad libitum access to food and water) for one week prior to commencing the experiments. The animal 
protocol was designed to minimize the discomfort to animals. The beagles were randomly divided into the experimental 
group (n = 5) and control group (n = 5). Five liver surgeons performed laparoscopic hepatectomy. Each expert performed 
one operation in the experimental group and control group. In the experimental group, Y-Z MHPBB was used for hepatic 
portal blood flow occlusion; in the control group, a modified T tube was used for hepatic portal blood flow occlusion.

Surgical procedures
After fasting for 12 h, the beagles were weighed and then anesthetized using intravenous anesthesia by injection of 3% 
pentobarbital sodium solution (1 mL/kg).

After successful anesthesia, the experimental dogs were fixed in a supine position, and tracheal intubation and 
ventilator-assisted ventilation were performed. A 10 mm trocar was placed under the umbilicus, and the laparoscopic 
light source and camera system were introduced. Further, 5 mm and 12 mm ports were placed on the right upper 
abdomen, and 10 mm and 5 mm ports were placed on the left upper abdomen. Adjustment was made to a slightly higher 
position on the head and left side to explore the abdominal cavity and liver. The pneumoperitoneum pressure was 12 
mmHg. The falciform ligament, left coronary ligament, and left deltoid ligament were disconnected. A non-injured 
forceps reached the lesser omental mesh through the ventral side of the left hepatoduodenal ligament, the lesser 
omentum was opened to expose the head end of the non-injured forceps, and the hepatic portal blocking band was 
placed for use. After marking the incision line with an electric hook, the liver capsule and superficial liver parenchyma 
were opened with an ultrasonic scalpel. The surgeon could block the portal blood flow at any time, as needed. The 
smaller branches were clipped with titanium clips and then cut off. The larger branches were clipped with vascular clips, 
and the left lateral lobe and left median lobe of the liver were successfully and completely removed. Figure 4 shows the 
hepatic portal blood flow occlusion band during the operation in the experimental group and control group.

Postoperative care
The experimental dogs were given drinking water at 6 h after recovery from anesthesia, and they were free to eat after 1 
d. During the first 3 d after surgery, intramuscular pethidine (1 mg/kg) was injected every 12 h. The mental state, eating, 
and activity of each dog were observed daily after the operation, and the observation end point was 2 wk after the 
operation.

Analytical metrics
Observation and analysis indicators included the following: Operation time, intraoperative blood loss, the number of 
portal blood flow occlusions, the total time spent on adjusting the blocking band, and the average time spent on adjusting 
the blocking band. The surgeon evaluated the feasibility and flexibility of the two hepatic portal blood flow occlusion 
devices.

Statistical analysis
SPSS 20.0 software was used for statistical analysis. Measurement data with normal distribution were expressed as mean 
± SD, and measurement data with skewed distribution were expressed as median.
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Figure 1  Physical image of the Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal blocking band.

Figure 2  The magnetic force-displacement curve.

RESULTS
All beagles in this study successfully underwent laparoscopic left lateral lobe and left median lobe liver resection. None 
of the dogs died during the perioperative period. The operation time in the experimental group was slightly shorter than 
that in the control group (98.2 ± 19.77 min vs 107.4 ± 12.99 min), but there was no statistical difference (P = 0.410). There 
was no statistical difference in the intraoperative blood loss between the experimental group and control group (42 ± 8.37 
mL vs 40 ± 7.91 mL; P = 0.708). Further, there was no significant difference in the number of hepatic portal blood flow 
occlusions between the experimental group and control group (P = 0.729). There was a statistical difference in the total 
time spent on adjusting the blocking band between the experimental group and control group (2.5 ± 1.12 min vs 5.9 ± 1.78 
min; P = 0.007). Further analysis showed that there was a statistical difference in the average time spent on adjusting the 
blocking band between the experimental group and control group (1.12 ± 0.16 min vs 2.43 ± 0.31 min; P = 0.008). Detailed 
results are presented in Table 1.

Five senior hepatobiliary surgeons evaluated the two hepatic portal blood flow occlusion devices. Both devices could 
meet the need of surgery only in terms of reducing hemorrhage in the liver section. However, when operational flexibility 
was considered, all five experts believed that flexibility of the Y-Z MHPBB was better than that of the modified T tube. It 
was also observed that when a specialist performed the operation in the control group, the initially modified T tube was 
not suitable for use and had to be remodified once.

DISCUSSION
Reasonable control of blood flow into the liver is the key to prevent massive hemorrhage during laparoscopic 
hepatectomy. Laparoscopic hepatic portal blood flow occlusion methods include intra-abdominal and extra-abdominal 
occlusion. Extra-abdominal hepatic portal blood flow occlusion offers advantages, such as simple operation, easy control, 
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Table 1 Specific result data

Outcomes Experimental group (n = 5) Control group (n = 5) P value

Operation time (min) 98.2 ± 19.77 107.4 ± 12.99 0.410

Intraoperative blood loss (mL) 42 ± 8.37 40 ± 7.91 0.708

Number of hepatic portal blood flow occlusions 2.2 ± 0.83 2.4 ± 0.54 0.729

Total time spent on adjusting the blocking band (min) 2.5 ± 1.12 5.9 ± 1.78 0.007

Average time spent on adjusting the blocking band (min) 1.12 ± 0.16 2.43 ± 0.31 0.008

Figure 3  Schematic diagram of the occlusion pressure of the Y-Z magnetic hepatic portal blocking band on gas.

and accurate occlusion effect[20,21], but it also has a disadvantage as an additional abdominal wall port is required or the 
existing abdominal wall port is occupied. At the same time, the blocking band occupies the area of the operative field for 
a long time, which sometimes interferes with laparoscopic surgery. The intra-abdominal occlusion method can effectively 
avoid the shortcomings of the extra-abdominal occlusion method, but its flexibility is poor and sometimes it may increase 
the need for medical consumables. In the past, our team modified the T-tube for use in intra-abdominal portal hepatic 
blood flow occlusion, which can effectively reduce the need for medical consumables. The blood flow occlusion effect is 
reliable, but the flexibility is insufficient.

In 2013, the New England Journal of Medicine published the research results of Ganz et al[22] regarding the use of 
magnetic devices for the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease[22]. This novel magnetic device can effectively 
restrain the opening and closing of the lower end of the esophagus, thereby preventing gastric reflux. This is a typical 
example of flexible use of magnetic surgical techniques. The design concept of Y-Z MHPBB is similar to that of the LINX 
reflux management system. The Y-Z MHPBB uses elasticity of the rubber tube to constrain the hepatic hilum, and the 
magnetic force between the parent and daughter magnets to lock and release the rubber tube.

Compared with other intra-abdominal hepatic portal blood flow occlusion devices, Y-Z MHPBB offers the following 
advantages: (1) It is convenient to obtain the materials, simple to manufacture, has a low cost (about $5) and disposable. 
Rubber tubes and magnetic balls are common items, and it is only necessary to insert the magnets into the rubber tube in 
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Figure 4 Intraoperative procedure of hepatic portal blood flow occlusion. A and B: Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion was performed using the Y-Z 
magnetic hepatic portal blocking band; C and D: Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion was performed using the modified T tube.

turn, and they can be used clinically after ethylene oxide sterilization; (2) The operational flexibility is good; and the 
laparoscopic instrument can conveniently achieve attraction and separation of the parent magnet and daughter magnet 
during use, and shorten the operation time. In the control group, T-tube modification was generally carried out by the 
surgeon during the operation. In the process of trimming the T-tube, the size of the restraint hole should be appropriate. 
If the restraint hole is too large, the friction force will be small, which will ultimately affect the blood flow occlusion effect. 
If the restraint hole is too small, the friction force will be large, which will ultimately reduce the operational flexibility; 
and (3) Y-Z MHPBB is an intra-abdominal porta hepatis blocking device, which does not occupy the already established 
port of the abdominal wall and does not require additional puncture holes, thus avoiding increased abdominal wall 
trauma.

In this study, the five experts gave high recognition to Y-Z MHPBB and considered that this device has clinical 
application value. However, one of the experts pointed out that the magnets in the Y-Z MHPBB may slightly interfere 
with the laparoscopic instruments. The other four experts believed that there is a certain attraction between the magnet 
and the operating instrument, but this effect can be completely eliminated by using a proper surgical technique.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, mechanical tests and in vitro simulation experiments showed that the Y-Z MHPBB has good fluid occlusion 
properties. The results of animal experiments also showed that the device offers excellent flexibility and convenience 
under laparoscopy. We believe that the Y-Z MHPBB has broad application prospects in the clinical field.
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ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Hepatic portal blood flow occlusion is an important technique to effectively reduce hepatic hemorrhage during 
hepatectomy, but the existing hepatic portal blocking band has poor operational flexibility in laparoscopic hepatectomy.

Research motivation
The design of a flexible hepatic portal blocking band is helpful for laparoscopic hepatectomy.

Research objectives
To design the magnetic hepatic portal blocking band (MHPBB) and verify the feasibility of this device for hepatic portal 
blood flow occlusion in laparoscopic hepatectomy.

Research methods
The feasibility of MHPBB in laparoscopic hepatectomy was verified in experimental dogs.

Research results
The study showed that the Y-Z MHPBB was superior to the modified T-tube in terms of operational flexibility.

Research conclusions
The Y-Z MHPBB can be used for hepatic portal blood flow occlusion during laparoscopic hepatectomy in clinic.

Research perspectives
Animal experiments show that Y-Z MHPBB has a good effect, which can be applied in clinic.
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